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Polish Museums’ Websites as Members
of Great Worldwide Family
Anna Żakiewicz, National Museum in Warsaw, Poland
My main interest recently is – first of all – hypertext and its utility as a method
for history of art. An art history contains texts as well as pictures tied in various
ways. We can build various structures from them existing in various forms and
even realities. The reality of published book is quite different than a website for
instance but even some authors and publishers use some unconventional forms
for composing books recently. 1
As we all know the finest and the most useful for everybody in everyday
life example of hypertext is a website with its possibility to combine various
kinds of texts and pictures and wander between them freely using links. For art
historians particularly important are websites connected with art, artists,
museums, galleries, exhibitions and other events like lectures, conferences,
performances and so on. Of course we know and use plenty of them everyday
but for me as a person working at a museum the most interesting are museums’
websites.
Practically every museum now is present in the web and naturally, big and
rich ones have big and more complicated websites, smaller institutions and
these without much money have to satisfy with a simpler presentation. It
depends also of people and their needs, desires and willingness.
My adventure with the Internet began in 2000, when my son presented me
for my name-day a very simple project of a website of my favourite artist –
Stanisław Ignacy Witkiewicz, aka Witkacy (1885 – 1939). The website was
made in html and had one level only. In the next months we were building the
whole structure and filled it with a content – texts and pictures. It was a great
fun for us both. Now the website contains – among others – some special
attractions for a viewer: a description of some tests helping to distinguish an
1

See for instance: Davies (1996) with its ‘capsules’ (tables) containing developed descriptions
of people and other matters mentioned in the main text. Also popular touristic guides use the
same method. See particularly Rough Guides (The Penguin Group) and DK Eyewitness Travel
Guides.
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original from a fake (there are many fakes of Witkacy’s works, particularly of
pastel portraits by him), puzzle made from the artist’s important and well
known painting entitled Fantasy-Fairy Tale and also a presentation called
Universe - a cycle of astronomical compositions. 1
So I had already some practice when my institution – the National
Museum in Warsaw needed an editor of its new website. I was taking care
about it for two years, between 2005 and 2007. 2 I participating in designing a
structure (mirroring the museum’s structure), asking my colleagues about texts,
editing them and suggesting and arranging pictures. It was very exciting and
interesting experience which encouraged me to study other museum’s websites
and – in general – the whole phenomenon.
In my paper I would like to present several websites – Polish mainly – and
discuss them in compare with other countries’ ones and try to find an almost
perfect solution useful for professionals and for an audience as well. The topic
is very wide so I have to limit it to presentation only a few examples
concentrating on the websites of the four main Polish museums – apart
National Museum in Warsaw, the other ones: in Poznań, Wrocław and
Cracow3 comparing it with the Parisien Louvre 4 as an European pattern of an
enormous huge museum collecting art works of various origins and various
epochs and also with the largest American one – Metropolitan Museum in New
York City with almost 6 million visitors within a year and 47 million visits on
its website.5 Useful examples can be also websites of the Guggenheim Museum
in New York, National Gallery of Art in Washington D.C. and the National
Gallery in London. 6
Louvre and the National Museum in Warsaw – Similar or Different?
For the beginning let’s see for the main pages of two of them – Louvre’s
and the National Museum’s in Warsaw. Louvre’s one presents changing image
of the most attractive fragments of museum’s architecture and expositions.
Separate stills are devoted to current exhibitions, special attractions (like
guided tours in English), events and presentation of a chosen objects, among
others so called an object of the month. Warsaw museum’s site shows moving
baloons with announcements of current exhibitions, events and – occasionally
– educational programs. Recently the important element has been added – a
balloon driving directly to a general database, so called dmuseion what is a part
of an European project for digitalization – the Europeana administrated by its
centre in Brussels. All the balloons move continuously – you have to follow
them by cursor to catch them to enter into the next level. So you can see that
1

http://www.witkacy.hg.pl/
http://mnw.art.pl/
3
http://mnp.art.pl/; http://mnwr.art.pl/; http://muzeum-krakow.pl/
4
http://louvre.fr/
5
http://metmus.org/
6
http://www.guggenheim.org/; http://www.nga.org/; http://nationalgallery.co.uk/
2
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moving is very important element of the both museums’ websites to attract
users’ attention.
But for me the most interesting is a structure of the museum as a unity of
multiplicity. Because of various reasons all museums are divided in
departments not only exhibiting but also storing paintings, sculptures, prints
and drawings, furniture, ceramics, tapestries and so on. Besides, ancient art is
quite another thing than oriental collection, and usually native art is treated
separately – French art is separated in France, Polish art in Poland – especially
in exhibition rooms, in stores objects of various origin often are kept together.
Objects of art are executed from various material what need also different
treatment – for instance paper needs special conditions of exhibiting and
storing, quite different than wood, stone or clay.
First of all Louvre has a few regular databases, the most important is called
Atlas and contains all 35 000 exhibited works, but let’s see for the structure of
the museums and a way of their presentations in the web. On the Louvre’s
website we can find 16 pictures announcing eight curatorial departments. Each
department has own separate presentation arranged in similar way – short
introduction with one picture and two links: one of them more detailed
description with a history and the second – selected works from 98 items
(Islamic Art) to 275 (Greek, Etruscan and Roman Antiquities). Pictures are
displayed in pages with three horizontal rows counting three works each. On
this level the basic information is available – names of artists, their origin,
dates of lives, title of the work, technique and material, seize, detailed history
of the item from executing to purchasing by the museum and inventory
number. We can also go lower and read a short essay on the work.
Warsaw collection is divided in two main units – exhibitions and study
collections kept in stores. We have seven galleries and eight study collections
of items what can’t be exhibited because of fragile material (three prints and
drawings cabinets and room of old prints – books and maps and also
photography collection) or lack of room for them (numismatics, oriental
collection and modern design). Also storing parts of all the galleries have their
place as “study collections”. Each collection has a separate presentation with
its own logo – a fragment of a chosen highlight.
Try to compare my favourite collections – prints and drawings (because I
am a curator of the prints and drawings department). Louvre presents its Prints
and Drawings Department with short description and – in the next link – a
quite detailed history from the collection of 415 works in the Galerie d’Apollon
in 1797, as the first public collection of prints and drawings in France to a
present Department in its Own Rights which contains 140 000 items. This page
is accompanied by only three pictures – one a big blow-up of a drawing detail
(with an artist’s signature), one drawing (a horse’s head by Pisanello and a
view of reading room where is the possibility to look through selected items
from the collection.
The next link is a choice of selected 186 works set in 21 pages and you
also can arrange them in five periodical parts. Pictures are displayed in pages
with three horizontal rows counting three works each. Each item has basic
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description with name of the artist, title of the work, date of its executing,
technique and material, size, detailed history and inventory number. On the
next level we can read essays describing and interpreting works.
This website also contains an inventory of all the prints and drawings in
the Louvre’s possession. We can use it to search items by artist, school, date,
subject, technique, history or inventory number.
In the National Museum in Warsaw there are three separate cabinets of
Prints and Drawings – two of them keep works from late middle ages to the
First World War (separate Polish and foreign) and one contemporary – from
1914 till now. I curate the latter counting over 37 000 of works – Polish and
foreign together. In the museum’s website we have a general presentation with
short history of the collection and also important artists and main highlights
mentioned. Representative items are arranged in two strips – one for foreign
artistists’ works and the second for Polish. In the bottom there is a link entitled
who is who in our cabinet – a presentation of all the persons working there
with their short biographies, images and e-mail addresses. On the lower level
you can see detailed lists of publications, exhibitions and participation in
conferences.
The menu on the left side present six our collections – Contemporary
Polish Prints, Contemporary Polish Drawings, Contemporary Foreign Prints,
Contemporary Foreign Drawings, Contemporary Exlibrises and so called
Contemporary Documentation that is very important photographs (for instance
– pictures from Picasso’s visit at the National Museum in Warsaw im 1948)
and some other documents like significant offset prints – for instance avantgarde prospects by Henryk Berlewi, a famous Polish artist of the period
between the wars. Each collection has its own sub-website with description and
two strips of pictures. Each picture can be enlarged and has basic information –
a name of the artist, title, date, technique, size, inventory number, origin and
date of purchasing. Upper strip contains works from the period before the
Second World War, lower – from 1945 till now. Websites of Exlibrises and
Contemporary Documentation have only one strip of pictures each. In general
in the web we have presented 95 works from our Cabinet. It isn’t so much
(only a quarter of one percent!) but we have to remember that they are absolute
highlights of highlights.
Sub-websites of other collections at the National Museum in Warsaw are
built in a very similar way. Such pattern of presentation is very clear and helps
everybody to learn their content set orderly in time.
So we can see many similarities between the arrangement of the both
presented websites – French and Polish although the Louvre is of course much
bigger. But the organization of the museums is similar so it has to influence for
their presentation in the Internet.
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Other Main Polish Museums’ Websites
The National Museum in Cracow – the historical capital of Poland – has
got a quite different website. After opening it we come cross with a large
announcement of the most important and actual event – usually an exhibition.
After closing the window the most visible are logos of sponsors changing with
exhibitions’ announcements in upper and right parts. In the center of the screen
there are links to the news – exhibitions, educational programs and other events
included a decorating the director of the museum with an important order by
president of the state. In the left side we can find a virtual tour and a catalogue
of the collections. On the next level we have menu – a list of all collections –
on the left side and a searcher engine in the center with a short description
below. So you can look for an item needed in two ways – in the collection or
through various basic key words – a name of an artist, a title, material, date,
origin, localization at the museum. It is a quite good solution – simple and very
clear.
The third Polish big National Museum is in Poznań. Its website has
announcement of a main current exhibition and an event. Simple horizontal
menu drives us into general information, exhibitions, a history of the museum,
collections, brunches, education, conservation, publications. The museum has
nine collections presented in a very simple way – a short description with
pictures (7, 10, 12, 18, 21 or 28) and a name of its curator with e-mail and a
telephone number. We can enlarge pictures but the information is limited to a
name of an artist and a title of the work (without a date, technique, size,
inventory number). The website is static and not too informative.
The next museum on my list is the National Museum in Wrocław. Its
website begins with a picture of a beautiful vestibule of the museum. Within
seconds the next four pictures appear – they are announcements of four
permanent exhibitions: Silesian Medieval Art, Silesian Art from 16 th to 19th
Century, Polish Art from 17th to 20th Century and Polish Contemporary Art. On
the next level we have descriptions of the exhibitions with pictures illustrating
the stories.

The Greatest American Museum’s Website
But the most interesting and the richest one for me is the website of the
Metropolitan Museum in New York City. It is perfectly organized and full of
information. For the beginning – we can see changing images announcing
current exhibitions. They are quite simple – contain only title and dates of
exhibitions against a background presenting some selected items (sometimes
only one) participating in the show. You can stop changes and go to the next
level with description of chosen exhibition. The description contains links to
list of selected images (usually – highlights of the show) and a calendar of
related events related to the exhibition. You can go into every image from the
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list and get detailed description of the item. Sometimes there are also links to
lenders.
The rest of the home screen of the website is full of information very
useful for visitors – an address, hours, fees, passes, directions, parking (with
rates), restaurants and cafes within the museum. All of them are available in 54
languages (swahili included). But for me – as it has been declared above – the
most interesting is a museum’s structure and its presentation in the web.
The Metropolitan Museum has 22 curatorial departments. All the
departments are presented in double column – two departments in one
horizontal row, each department is represented by image – a highlight from the
collection. Among others of course there is my favourite one – Drawings and
Prints Department counting 15 000 drawings and 1,5 million prints –
everything from the period after Middle Ages until almost now. From the next
level we can start to look for: introduction (with a short history of the
department), information what is currently on view, publications, highlights
(50 selected items with basic information with a possibility for extending it to
more detailed one), and database (at the moment 62 523 items, alas most of
them have no images available). Very important and interesting is list (with a
detailed description on the next level) of the past, current and ongoing
exhibitions. Good complementation is 23 bookmarks connected with the
general topic of drawings and prints.
Educational Games – to Inform or to Delight?
It is also a very fine way for education and also for entertainment –
educational games. I invented some simple ones for the MNW’s website. I
selected several pictures for puzzles – there were three levels of difficulty. The
next game was fitting artist’s names with their paintings. Another was quiz –
eight questions with three possibilities of reply. At the end you get your score.
The next was mish-mash in three topics – a women, a history and an artistic
technique – you have to point out an “unfitting” picture – an oil painting
among pastels, mythological scene among battles and a work executed by
another artist among two works by the same. The whole content of the games
was known from the MNW’s website. If you looked through it very carefully
you wouldn’t have problem with correct replies and solutions. Alas, this part of
the MNW’s website was removed last year. It is a pity because this kind of
games is very useful to educate and activate an adult audience – rather unique
thing because other museums focus mainly on very popular pictures for
colouring what are good for young children.
For instance - let’s back to the National Museum’s in Cracow website.
There is a simple colouring game for children in a section of a main recent
exhibition of Spanish art (Treasures of the Spanish Crown, 13th July – 9th
October 2011). A child has three possibilities to select: a princess Anna, a
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prince Alonso and a prince Wladyslaw. They all have their cloth to colour.
After that a child can print the picture.
Much more complicated is an offer of the National Gallery of Art. in
Washington DC. There are interactive pictures what a child can compose from
elements taken from the menu.1
But the most attractive games are on the Getty Museum’s in Los Angeles
website: Detail Detective, Match Madness, Switch, Jigsaw Puzzle. 2

What is most important?
So as we saw above the really good museum’s website has to contain some
very important elements: apart basic information on a localization, hours,
directions and tickets it should present first of all current events, activities and
collections (as a structure the best although a databases are also very useful).
Quite necessary are games – for children but also for an adult audience.
The very important problem for me is a necessity of a building a whole
system of connections between museums. In my opinion art history in general
could be treat as a special kind of hypertext because of its content – art works
as images connected with a wide assortment of commentaries as texts. In the
same way they all function in the Web through pictures and comments
describing and interpreting them. We can use many links connecting pictures
with other pictures and with texts. Everybody should have a possibility of
building his or her own art history or a museum following various ideas. What
would be the ideas? What is the best key for them? Is it possible to create any
universal vocabulary of keywords? How can we find everything important
without omitting really important items? These are good questions for future.
But we also can’t forget that all the museums (and their websites as well)
are created by people. It is very important and useful to know professionals
(curators, conservators and managers) taking care about collections. So let’s go
back to who is who part in my website. You can see me as a head of the
Contemporary Prints and Drawings Department (photo, short CV and full list
of my publications, exhibitions, participating in conferences) and also my
colleagues have such presentations.3
The interesting solution of introducing a staff we can see on the website of
the National museum in Wrocław – a bookmark entitled “who is who” contains
very detailed CVs of some persons (a main director, a secretary for science and
education, a curator of the gallery of Silesian Medieval Art, a head of
registration and documentation, a main conservator and also heads of two

1

http://www.nga.gov/kids/kids.htm
http://www.getty.edu/gettygames
3
http://www.mnw.art.pl/index.php/zbiory/zbiory_studyjne/gabinet_grafiki_i_rysunkow/kto_jes
t_kim_w_gabinecie/ – alas in Polish only at the moment but it isn’t difficult to understand.
2
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brunches). 1 Why only these and not others? And of course it would be fine to
have pictures of these persons.
The Louvre’s website has an image of its main director, Henri Loyret with
his text on the museum’s mission. They also display the whole structure of
their upper staff. Each person is presented by picture. 2
Despite of all the greatness of the website of the Metropolitan Museum
in New York we have to note a disappointing lack of people in it. We learn
nothing on a museum’s staff. The director, Thomas P. Campbell appears three
times in short video films but finding them is not so easy and we further don’t
know who exactly is he – what did he study, where and when, what was his
career and publications. From Wikipedia we know that he is a fine guy with a
long museum practice and many professional achievements. Why can’t we find
it all on the Met’s website? All the practical information in a bookmark
“Contact us” is also completely anonymously. We know hours and telephone
numbers but all the time we don’t know who is who... Met’s staff counts 2 600
people – where are they? Perhaps the people of the Met have noticed that
because they invented “connections” – short personalized presentations of
individual particular interests what also create a possibility for presenting
living people.
Another well-known museum in NYC is Guggenheim Museum. Its
website is arranged similar to a daily paper with its columns, headlines and
pictures put inside texts. There is fine information on exhibitions and other
events, but when it comes to people the situation is similar to presented above.
We can find names and telephone numbers of the director and three media
relation people but that’s all. Where is a closer information about these persons
and – even worse – where are curators, conservators and others?
We have to remember that art works are usually mute. People force them
to speak. Recently – by the Internet the best.
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Figure 1. Websites of the Louvre Museum in Paris and the National Museum
in Warsaw
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Figure 2. Website of the National Museum in Cracow
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Figure 3. Website of the National Museum in Poznan
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Figure 4. Website of the National Museum in Wroclaw
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Figure 5. Website of the Metropolitan Museum in New York
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Figure 6. Games on the Website of the Getty Museum in Los Angeles
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Figure 7. Author on the Website of National Museum in Warsaw
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Figure 8. Upper Staff of the Louvre Museum in Paris
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